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Auto quote enhancements make selling Safeco® easy

6/30/2011 

On July 9, the auto quote package gets a makeover you’re going to love!

Here’s an overview of the new look that’s designed to 
make selling Safeco easy.

Overall improved package 
The entire quote package will reflect Safeco’s 
customer-friendly, easy-to-read design. Contributing to 
the cleaner look, we are:

Changing the placement of credit-related adverse 
action notices

•

Adding a cover page to tie everything together for a more attractive presentation to 
your customers 

•

Removing page numbers, giving you more flexibility to customize a quote package •

Redesigned Coverages & Premium page 
Note: This excludes Illinois 
The most used page in the auto quote package — the Coverages & Premium page — will 
change significantly, highlighting the most important information, including:

A new premium summary section that succinctly displays premium amounts and 
discounts

•

Discounts listed by vehicle to clearly show the financial rewards of buying Safeco•
Safeco Safety Rewards™, which give increased visibility to the benefits of safe driving•

New print and email options 
New changes to the functionality of our Quote & Issue system will make customizing a quote 
package for your customers as simple as clicking your mouse. You’ll have the ability to 
select what gets printed or e-mailed, including: 

The quote summary and application, which now list all the documents customers will 
receive 

•

Additional individual documents and forms brochures, including: •
Safeco at a glance◦
Homeowners◦
Safeco Package◦
Umbrella◦
Annual Auto Insurance◦
Auto Insurance◦
Optimum Package Plus™ ◦
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Teen Safety Rewards™ ◦
Roadside Assistance Feature Card◦

If you have any questions, please contact your Territory Manager, Agency Specialist or 
Account Executive.

 
 
© 2011 Safeco Insurance Company of America, located at 1001 4th Ave, Seattle, WA 98154, is a member of the Liberty Mutual Group. All rights 
reserved. Safeco is a registered trademark of Liberty Mutual Insurance Company. The Safeco logo is a trademark of Liberty Mutual Insurance 
Company. Contact Safeco Agent via e-mail: agtmag@safeco.com 
 
The audience for this information is intended to be insurance agents and brokers nationwide and is therefore general in nature. Every agent and 
broker is responsible for knowing the guidelines and laws that govern rating, underwriting and claims handling in their states. Nothing stated herein 
creates a contract. All statements made are subject to the provisions, exclusions, conditions and limitations of the applicable insurance policy. If the 
information in these materials conflicts with the policy language that it describes, the policy language prevails. 

Safeco Agent may include "forward-looking statements" about our financial condition, results of operations, plans, objectives, future performance 
and business, which are usually identified by the use of words such as "can," "will," "may," "anticipates," "believes," "estimates," "expects," 
"projects," "plans," "predicts," "continues," "intends," "should," "would," “hopes”, “helps” or similar expressions. Because these forward-looking 
statements are based on estimates and assumptions that are subject to significant business, economic and competitive uncertainties, many of which 
are beyond our control or are subject to change, actual results could be materially different. We may not update these forward-looking statements, 
even though our situation may change in the future.
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